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Abstract
We present high spatial resolution images of the binary transneptunian object Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà (229762 2007 UK126) obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope and with the Keck
observatory on Mauna Kea to determine the orbit of Gǃò’é ǃhú, the much smaller and redder
satellite. Gǃò’é ǃhú orbits in a prograde sense, on a circular or near-circular orbit with a period of
11.3 days and a semimajor axis of 6000 km. Tidal evolution is expected to be slow, so it is likely
that the system formed already in a low-eccentricity configuration, and possibly also with the
orbit plane of the satellite in or close to the plane of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà’s equator. From the orbital
parameters we can compute the system mass to be 1.4 × 1020 kg. Combined with estimates of the
size of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà from thermal observations and stellar occultations, we can estimate the
bulk density as about 1 g cm−3. This low density is indicative of an ice-rich composition, unless
there is substantial internal porosity. We consider the hypothesis that the composition is not
unusually ice-rich compared with larger TNOs and comet nuclei, and instead the porosity is high,
suggesting that mid-sized objects in the 400 to 1000 km diameter range mark the transition
between small, porous objects and larger objects that have collapsed their internal void space as a
result of their much higher internal pressures and temperatures.
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Introduction
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà1 (229762 2007 UK126) was discovered by the Palomar Distant Solar
System Survey team at a distance of about 46 AU from the Sun (Schwamb et al. 2008, 2009,
2010). It is relatively bright for a transneptunian object (TNO), with an intrinsic visual
brightness of 3.7 mag (Perna et al. 2010), in the same league as well-known objects like Varda,
Ixion, and Varuna. Its heliocentric orbit has a period of 620 years and a semimajor axis of 74
AU, inclined 21° to the plane of the solar system (averaged over a 10 Myr integration). The
mean orbital eccentricity of 0.496 takes it out to aphelion at 110 AU and in to perihelion at 37
AU. Since this perihelion distance is well outside of Neptune’s orbit, and the orbit is not in a
mean motion resonance with Neptune, Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà can be classified as a detached object
(e.g., Gladman et al. 2008). The Deep Ecliptic Survey (e.g., Elliot et al. 2005) classifies it as a
scattered disk object.
Noll et al. (2009) discovered Gǃò’é ǃhú, the much fainter satellite of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, in
Hubble Space Telescope images obtained in late 2008. They reported Gǃò’é ǃhú as being 3.8
magnitudes fainter than Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, corresponding to nearly a factor of six between the
diameters of the two bodies, if both had the same albedo. The existence of a satellite opens the
door to a variety of deeper investigations, some of which are described in this paper. Most large
TNOs have been found to host satellites, so the existence of a companion for Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà is
not unusual (e.g., Brown et al. 2006; Noll et al. 2008; Parker et al. 2016; Kiss et al. 2017).
Photometric monitoring of the Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà system revealed a very low amplitude
lightcurve, presumed to be due to the rotation of the primary body. Thirouin et al. (2014)
reported photometric variation of approximately 0.03 mag peak-to-peak with a best fit rotational
period of 11.05 hours, although longer periods of 14.30 and 20.25 hours were also considered
possible. Folding in the ambiguity between single-peaked lightcurves caused by albedo patterns
and double-peaked lightcurves caused by elongated shapes, it is probably safe to say that the
rotation period is at least 11 hours, but not longer than 41 hours.
Santos-Sanz et al. (2012) used Herschel PACS thermal infrared observations of
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà at 70, 100, and 160 µm wavelength to estimate the surface area of the system
as equivalent to a sphere of diameter 599 ± 77 km. Benedetti-Rossi et al. (2016) reported
successful observations from seven stations of a stellar occultation by Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà on 2014
Nov. 15, tracing a limb with an elliptical profile. They processed the data in two different ways,
resulting in a pair of solutions with the position angle of the short axis of the ellipse at 129+14
−22 or
1 The names are proposed to the International Astronomical Union’s Small Bodies Nomenclature
Committee. Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà is the beautiful aardvark girl of Juǀ’hoan mythology who
sometimes appears in stories as a python and sometimes as an elephant. She defends her people
and punishes wrongdoers using ɡǁámíɡǁàmì spines, a raincloud full of hail, and her magical oryx
horn, gǃò’é ǃhú (Biesele 1993, 2009). The Juǀ’hoan orthography symbols ǃ, ǀ, and ǁ represent
postaveolar, dental, and lateral clicks, while diacritic marks ́ and ̀ on vowels indicate high and
low tones (Dickens 1994). Audio recordings are available at http://www2.lowell.edu/~grundy/
tnbs/229762_how_to_say.html.
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14
degrees east of north, corresponding to equivalent diameters for Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà of
134+−17
+24
638+28
−14 and 638−12 km, respectively. Schindler et al. (2017) analyzed two of the seven BenedettiRossi et al. chords, plus one additional, high signal-to-noise, near-central chord. They
incorporated constraints from the Herschel space telescope thermal observations by arguing that
the spectral energy distribution favored a low sub-solar latitude, within ±45° of the equator.
Their solution for the elliptical shape of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà’s shadow had its short axis at a
position angle of 158.75 ± 5.65 east of north, which they interpreted as the projection of a
Maclaurin spheroid with a/c axis ratio between 1.08 and 1.22, with a volume corresponding to
that of a sphere with diameter 599 to 629 km. Both groups combined their sizes with groundbased photometry to constrain the visual wavelength albedo of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, obtaining
0.159+0.007
−0.013 (Benedetti-Rossi et al. 2016) and 0.150 ± 0.016 (Schindler et al. 2017). These albedos
can be compared to those of comparably-sized transneptunian bodies. Varda has a very similar
0.043
albedo at 0.166+−0.033
(Grundy et al. 2015), while Salacia (0.042 ± 0.004), 55637 (0.10 ± 0.01),
and Quaoar (0.12 ± 0.01) have lower albedos and Orcus (0.23 ± 0.02) is brighter still (Brown and
Butler 2017).
These mid-sized TNOs between around 400 and 1000 km in diameter are especially
interesting in occupying a transition region between smaller TNOs that generally have low bulk
densities, and planet-sized bodies like Pluto, Eris, and Haumea with higher densities. By
exploring this transition region, it may be possible to learn whether the transition is due to large
and small bodies having formed in distinct nebular regions from different initial compositions
(e.g., Brown 2013). Alternatively,
the transition could mark where
objects reached high enough internal
pressures and temperatures to begin
to collapse their internal pore space
or even trigger internal melting and
differentiation.
Fig. 1. Example frames from the 3 different telescope/
instrument combinations we used to observe
Data sources and
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, logarithmically stretched to reveal the
processing
much-fainter Gǃò’é ǃhú. Black and white dots mark best
We obtained observations that
fit locations of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú,
spatially resolve Gǃò’é ǃhú from
respectively, from the ensemble of frames associated with
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà from three
each visit. Each panel is ½ arcsec on a side, with North
instruments at two telescopes:
up and East to the left. The spatial sampling of Keck
WFPC2/PC and WFC3/UVIS at the
NIRC2 is clearly superior, although the PSF exhibits a
2.4 m Hubble Space Telescope
complicated and time-variable trefoil pattern in the Airy
(HST) and NIRC2 at the 10 m Keck ring.
2 telescope on the summit of Mauna
Kea in Hawai’i. Example images are shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the distinct characteristics of
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the three instruments.
Gǃò’é ǃhú was first detected in 2008 using HST’s WFPC2/PC camera (McMaster et al. 2008;
Dolphin 2009), with observations obtained as part of HST program 11113 (Noll et al. 2009). An
example frame is shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. The discovery observation consisted of four
frames dithered in a box pattern to help overcome the instrument’s coarse sampling of the
telescope’s pointspread function (PSF) with its 0.046 arcsec pixels. Each exposure was 260 sec
using the F606W filter with pivot wavelength 0.6001 µm and RMS bandwidth 0.0638 µm. We
fitted a pair of Tiny Tim model PSFs (Krist et al. 2011) to each image to obtain the locations of
the two bodies, holding the focus fixed. For three of the four frames, the relative locations were
consistent, but for the 1st frame of the visit, we obtained inconsistent results possibly due to
cosmic ray contamination, so that one was excluded from the mean. Mean values are in Table 1,
along with uncertainties estimated from the scatter of the three good frames. Additional details
of our procedures for processing WFPC2/PC images of binary TNOs can be found in Grundy et
al. (2009).
Table 1
Observation circumstances and relative astrometry
UT date and time

Telescope/
instrument

r

∆

g

(AU)

(deg.)

∆x

∆y
(arcsec)

∆mag
(mag)

h

HST/WFPC2

45.566

44.658

0.50

−0.0871(37)

−0.1215(28)

3.66(17)

h

Keck/NIRC2

45.179

44.334

0.65

−0.1355(60)

−0.0039(60)

3.088(90)

h

Keck/NIRC2

45.178

44.339

0.66

−0.1802(60)

−0.0681(60)

3.12(10)

h

HST/WFC3 UVIS

42.450

41.674

0.82

−0.1357(35)

−0.1340(14)

3.168(85)

h

HST/WFC3 UVIS

42.449

41.680

0.83

−0.0832(39)

−0.1357(10)

3.297(77)

h

HST/WFC3 UVIS

42.378

42.797

1.22

+0.1628(26)

+0.0866(10)

3.389(48)

h

HST/WFC3 UVIS

42.375

42.850

1.18

−0.060(60)

−0.005(60)

-

h

HST/WFC3 UVIS

42.267

42.732

1.22

−0.1617(10)

−0.1061(15)

3.212(26)

2008/11/13 6 .6453
2009/12/11 8 .1909
2009/12/12 7 .8693
2018/01/02 14 .8158
2018/01/03 11 .2558
2018/03/27 7 .6054
2018/03/31 6 .7471
2018/08/04 23 .0537

Table notes:
a.
The distance from the Sun to the target is r and from the observer to the target is ∆. The phase
angle g is the angular separation between the observer and Sun as seen from the target.
b.
Relative right ascension ∆x and relative declination ∆y are computed as ∆x = (α2 – α1)cos(δ1)
and ∆y = δ2 – δ1, where α is right ascension, δ is declination, and subscripts 1 and 2 refer to
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú, respectively. Estimated 1-σ uncertainties in the final 2
digits are indicated in parentheses.
c.
The mean magnitude difference Δmag between primary and secondary for each visit is shown
in the last column with 1-σ uncertainties in the final 2 digits indicated in parentheses. No
Δmag was computed for the 2018 March 31 visit because the sources were so highly
blended.
d.
A machine readable version of this table is provided as supplementary on-line material.
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We next observed the system on two consecutive nights in December 2009 using adaptive
optics (AO) at the Keck 2 telescope, our first use of that system to observe binary TNOs. These
objects are much too faint to use for wavefront sensing, so our observation used the artificial
laser guide star AO (LGS AO) mode (Le Mignant et al. 2006). The laser creates a bright pointlike source in the upper atmosphere suitable for measuring atmospheric distortion of the
incoming wavefront, but in addition to the laser, a nearby moderately bright source is required
for low-order tip-tilt correction. Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà is too faint even for that, so our observations
exploited a stellar appulse. The motion of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà relative to the appulse star was
handled using differential tracking software developed by A. Conrad. The observations were
done in the near-infrared H filter, with central wavelength 1.633 µm and bandpass width 0.296
µm. Exposure times were 60 sec on the first night and 90 sec on the second night. To minimize
the overhead cost of dithering, we took 3 consecutive images in one pointing, before offsetting
the telescope and collecting 3 more, etc. The 9.95 × 10−3 arcsec pixels of NIRC2’s narrow-field
camera do an excellent job of sampling the PSF, so the point of dithering was to overcome the
relatively sparse bad pixels. We collected 3 sets of 3 images the first night, and attempted to do
the same the second night, but the 2nd offset did not work, so we ended up with 3 frames in the
first pointing and 6 more in the second. We coadded all of the images in each pointing, masked
any lobe of the primary’s Airy ring that fell near the location of the secondary, and then fitted
circularly symmetric Lorentzian PSFs to the central cores of the two sources, using the Amoeba
downhill simplex minimization scheme (Nelder and Mead 1965; Press et al. 1992) to iteratively
adjust the locations, brightnesses, and shared full width at half maximum of the two PSFs to
minimize the χ2 statistic between data and model images. The quality of the AO correction was
time-variable, and we were not able to see Gǃò’é ǃhú in the second of the three coadded stacks
from the first night, so from each night we ended up with just two sets of measurements which
were averaged together to obtain the nightly mean astrometry shown in Table 1. With so few
positions informing each average, we did not obtain a good measure of the astrometric
uncertainty. We crudely estimate it as ±0.006 arcsec, based on subsequent experience with the
instrument (e.g., Grundy et al. 2011, 2015). This uncertainty is consistent with the difference
between the observed and predicted locations in our final orbit fit.
A final set of observations was done in 2018 using HST’s WFC3/UVIS camera (e.g., Bellini
et al. 2011; Dressel 2018) through program 15233, which consisted of five single HST-orbit
“visits” to the Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà system. Each visit consisted of 4 box-dithered 192 sec
exposures using the F606W filter (WFC3’s F606W filter is slightly different from WFPC2’s,
with pivot wavelength 0.5885 µm and RMS bandwidth 0.0657 µm). This pattern of 4 exposures
was split in half, with another set of 4 box-dithered 392 sec exposures in a different filter, either
F814W or F438W, sandwiched into the middle. These two filters have pivot wavelengths of
0.8044 and 0.4325 µm and RMS bandwidths of 0.0670 and 0.0197 µm, respectively. The
purpose of book-ending the other filter observations with F606W observations was to minimize
potential lightcurve effects on the retrieved colors. A pair of model Tiny Tim PSFs was fitted to
each image, using the model focus for the time of each frame from http://focustool.stsci.edu/cgibin/control.py. The average relative astrometry for each visit is reported in Table 1. More details
5

on our processing of WFC3 images can be found in Grundy et al. (2014; 2015). Gǃò’é ǃhú was
too close to Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà to be well resolved in the 4th visit (March 31 UT) resulting in much
larger astrometric uncertainty, but for the remaining visits, the scatter in astrometric
measurements of individual frames indicated uncertainties in the 0.001 to 0.004 arcsec range.
Table 2
WFC3 UVIS Photometry
UT Date

Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà brightness (mag)

Gǃò’é ǃhú brightness (mag)

F606W

V

F814W

I

F606W

V

F814W

I

Jan. 2

19.528(23)

19.761(23)

18.646(30)

18.653(30)

23.034(77)

23.492(77)

21.756(92)

21.796(92)

Jan. 3

19.660(58)

19.893(58)

18.954(32)

18.961(32)

23.327(34)

23.785(34)

21.65(16)

21.69(16)

Mar. 27

19.6085(85) 19.8415(85)

18.817(22)

18.824(22)

23.324(63)

23.783(63)

21.885(97)

21.926(97)

Aug. 4

19.607(19)

18.836(41)

18.843(41)

23.13(12)

23.58(12)

21.867(43)

21.908(43)

19.840(19)

Table note:
a.
A machine readable version of this table is provided as supplementary on-line material.
The weighted mean of the relative photometry is Δmag = 3.242 ± 0.039 mag, somewhat
smaller than the 3.8 mag value we had reported on discovery of Gǃò’é ǃhú (Noll et al. 2009).
This value corresponds to a factor of 4.45 ± 0.08 difference in radius, assuming Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà
and Gǃò’é ǃhú share the same albedo, which may not be the case. It is also important to
recognize that this average combines data obtained at various different wavelengths.
Visit mean WFC3 photometric measurements in F606W and F814W filters are listed in
Table 2. These values correspond to Johnson V-I colors for Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú of
1.028 ± 0.027 and 1.803 ± 0.084, respectively, or linear color slopes of 13.23 ± 0.97 and
68.2 ± 2.9, defined as percent spectral rise per 100 nm wavelength, normalized at V (e.g.,
Hainaut and Delsanti et al. 2002). At these wavelengths, the two bodies are distinctly different in
color, with Gǃò’é ǃhú being significantly redder than Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà. This dichotomy contrasts
with the similarity of primary and secondary colors reported for more equal-sized binaries
(Benecchi et et. 2009). However, among the larger, planet-sized TNOs, small satellites do tend
to differ in color from their primary bodies (e.g., Carry et al. 2011), so this color contrast is not
anomalous. What is perhaps more of a surprise is just how extremely red Gǃò’é ǃhú appears to
be. Its V-I color is among the reddest reported for any TNO.
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Orbit determination
As soon as we obtain astrometric data on a binary TNO, we begin searching for possible
Keplerian mutual orbits using Monte Carlo techniques described by Grundy et al. (2008). This
sampling produces collections of orbits consistent with the available data. Initially, the available
data do not uniquely determine the orbit so a broad swath of orbital element space is populated,
but each subsequent astrometric measurement whittles away at the allowed region of orbital
element space, eventually splitting it into discrete clumps, and ultimately excluding all but one of
those clumps. The last such solution clumps to be eliminated involved orbital periods of 5.80,
6.70, 7.18, 8.61, 12.73, 15.39, and 17.94 days. All had χ2 above 100 enabling them to be
confidently excluded, thanks to the strategic timing of the last few observations. This process of
elimination is aided by the fact that the system is observed from directions that change slowly
over the course of time due to the motions of Earth and Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà around the Sun. With
observations spanning about a decade, sufficient parallax has accumulated to confidently exclude
the orbit solution that is the mirror image
through the sky plane of the actual orbit.
This parallax is illustrated in Fig. 2. After
the space of allowed orbits has collapsed
to a clump, we use the downhill simplex
algorithm to iteratively adjust the
Keplerian orbital elements to minimize
the χ2 statistic between observed
astrometry and model positions to find the
best fit Keplerian orbit solution for that
clump. For a viable solution, we assess
the uncertainties in these elements by
randomizing the observed astrometric
measurements consistent with their
Fig. 2. Relative astrometry (points with error bars,
observational uncertainties and re-doing
red in on-line version) compared with model
the fit, repeating the process 1000 times to positions (small circles, blue in on-line version).
get a collection of 1000 solutions that
Parallax shifts are illustrated by projecting the
provide a probability distribution around
orbit to the sky plane at the time of the initial
the best fit orbit. Our best fit orbit
2008 observation (dotted) and the final 2018
solution and associated uncertainties are
observation (dashed).
in Table 3.
A Maclaurin spheroid with axis ratio of 1.2 would lead to a precession period due to J2 of
roughly 100 years. Though we have observed an appreciable fraction of this period, we do not
have sufficient data to fully justify the inclusion of three additional parameters (J2 and the spin
axis direction) to our fit, especially as we only have three (weaker) observations in the earlier
2008-2009 epoch. We believe that the choice of a Keplerian model does not introduce
significant systematic uncertainties into our solution or subsequent interpretation.
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Table 3
Orbit solution and 1-σ uncertainties
Parameters and units

Values

Fitted elementsa
Period (days)

P

11.31473 ± 0.00016

Semimajor axis (km)

a

6035 ± 48

Eccentricity

e

0.0236 ± 0.0066

Inclinationb (deg)

i
ϵ

43.75 ± 0.38

Ω
ϖ

110.6 ± 1.5

Mean longitudeb at epochc (deg)
Longitude of ascending nodeb (deg)
Longitude of periapsisb (deg)

344.0 ± 1.4
91 ± 18

Derived parameters
Standard gravitational
parameter GMsys (km3 s-2)

μ

System massd (1018 kg)

9.08 ± 0.22

Msys

136.1 ± 3.3

αpole

20.6 ± 1.5

Orbit pole declination (deg)

δpole

46.25 ± 0.32

Orbit pole ecliptic longitudee (deg)

λpole

38.3 ± 1.0

Orbit pole ecliptic latitudee (deg)

βpole

34.47 ± 0.63

b

Orbit pole right ascension (deg)
b

Inclination between mutual and
heliocentric orbits (deg)

32.28 ± 0.64

Next mutual events season (year)

2050

Table notes:
a.
Elements are for the motion of Gǃò’é ǃhú relative to Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà. For the full solution χ2
is 11.3, based on observations at 8 epochs. The mirror orbit solution has a much worse
χ2 = 54, allowing us to exclude it with greater than 5-σ confidence. The best fit circular
solution has χ2 = 26.5, allowing it to be excluded with almost 3-σ confidence.
b.
Referenced to J2000 equatorial frame.
c.
The epoch is Julian date 2457000, corresponding to 2014 December 8 12:00 UT.
d.
Based on the CODATA 2006 value of the gravitational constant G = 6.67428 × 10−11 m3 s−2
kg−1 (Mohr et al. 2008).
e.
Referenced to J2000 ecliptic frame.

Mass and Density
From the mutual orbit, we can compute the total mass of the system, Msys, as

8

4 π 2 a3
,
(Eq. 1)
P2 G
where a and P are the mutual orbit semimajor axis and period, and G is the gravitational
constant, taken to be 6.67428 × 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 (Mohr et al. 2008). We find a system mass of
(1.361 ± 0.033) × 1020 kg. This mass is slightly greater than the system mass of transneptunian
binary 55637 (2002 UX25) at (1.25 ± 0.03) × 1020 (Brown 2013) and about half the mass of Varda
and Ilmarë (2.664 ± 0.064) × 1020 kg (Grundy et al. 2015). These objects are all in the mid-size
regime of 400 to 1000 km diameter TNOs. It is especially interesting to compute their densities,
since these objects appear to be transitional between smaller, low density objects and larger
planet-sized bodies with higher densities.
The mean density is computed by dividing the system mass by an estimate of the sum of the
volumes of the two component bodies. Considering the various size ranges reported in the
literature (e.g., Benedetti-Rossi et al. 2016; Schindler et al. 2017) we adopt an effective diameter
for Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà of 632 ± 34 km, corresponding to a sphere with the volume of
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà. If Gǃò’é ǃhú has the same albedo and shape as Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, its effective
diameter is a factor of 4.45 ± 0.08 smaller, or 142 ± 8 km, and we arrive at a total volume of
(1.35 ± 0.22) × 108 km3, leading to an average bulk density ρ = 1.04 ± 0.17 g cm–3. If Gǃò’é ǃhú
has a lower albedo, similar to the reported albedo contrast between satellites and primaries of
larger TNOs by Brown and Butler (2017), then the average bulk density of the system would be
smaller, but Schindler et al. (2017) argued from the
thermal data that Gǃò’é ǃhú is unlikely to have a
low albedo. If it has a higher albedo than
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, then its size would be smaller,
and the total volume lower, leading to a higher
bulk density. However, under our assumption of
equal albedos, Gǃò’é ǃhú only accounts for about
1% of the total volume, so changing its assumed
albedo or allowing it to have a different density
from Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà can only perturb the system
average density by a modest fraction, much
smaller than our reported uncertainty, which is
Fig. 3. Densities and sizes of transdominated by the uncertainty in the volume of
neptunian bodies, with Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà.
indicated by a star. Other values are from
The mean density of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà is
Benecchi et al. (2010), Brown et al.
compared with those of other transneptunian
(2010), Sicardy et al. (2011), Grundy et al.
objects in Fig. 3. Objects smaller than about 400
(2012), Stansberry et al (2012), Brown
km diameter generally have low densities,
(2013), Fornasier et al. (2013), Vilenius et
indicative of substantial porosity, even if they have
al. (2012, 2014), Grundy et al. (2015),
very ice rich compositions. Their densities are not
Brown and Butler (2017), McKinnon et al.
unlike those of much smaller comet nuclei, such as
(2017), and Ortiz et al. (2017).
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, at 0.532 ± 0.007
M sys =
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(Jorda et al. 2016). Comet nuclei have substantial non-ice content (e.g., Nagdimunov et al. 2014;
Lamy et al. 2015; Fulle et al. 2017, 2019) so their low densities indicate extremely high porosity,
consistent with very loosely compacted material. Large objects like Pluto, Triton, Eris, and
Haumea have substantially higher densities, also indicative of significant amounts of rock in
their interiors in addition to ice, even if they have zero internal porosity.
Brown (2013) pointed to 55637 (2002 UX25) as an especially interesting object, with a low
density but a relatively large size (~700 km diameter), arguing that an object that large should
not be porous like a small comet nucleus, so it must have a very low rock fraction. An ice-rich
composition would be inconsistent both with bulk compositions of comet nuclei and with the
compositions of larger planet-sized transneptunian objects like Eris, Pluto, and Haumea,
suggesting accretion in a nebular zone endowed with a very different mix of solids or perhaps the
result of some other mechanism. This work places another point in the same region of the plot,
with Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà being about the same size as 55637, and having only a slightly higher
density.
Density can provide a valuable constraint on composition, but it does not uniquely
determine it. Two issues muddy the water. The first is that rock and water ice are not the only
possible ingredients. Additional volatile ices such as CO2 or CH4 could exist in these objects, as
could carbonaceous material. The convention is to ignore such components and interpret
densities only in terms of water ice and rock. Another complicating factor is porosity. Porosity
is presumed to be negligible for planet-sized objects, due to their elevated internal pressures and
temperatures. But for small bodies, porosity can be substantial. For Churyumov-Gerasimenko,
it in the range of 70 to 75% of the total
volume (Jorda et al. 2016). It is not clear
what the size threshold should be for TNOs
to collapse their pore space. The range of
possible porosities and ice/(ice+rock) mass
fractions consistent with our density
estimate is shown by the curved gray band
in Fig. 4. If there is no internal porosity,
the composition would have to be nearly
pure ice, but even if the composition was
pure rock (assumed to have a density of 3 g
cm−3 here), the porosity would not need to
be quite as high as reported for
Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
Fig. 4. Interpretation of the density of
The overburden pressure within a
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà in terms of cold H2O ice
spherical object with a uniform internal
(ρ = 0.945 g cm−3), rock (ρ = 3 g cm−3), and void
mass distribution as a function of the
space, compared with ice/(ice+rock) fractions for
distance from the center of the body r is
Pluto and Charon (assuming zero porosity) and
2 2 2
r2
P(r ) = πρ R G(1− 2 ) ,
for Churyumov-Gerasimenko.
3
R
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(Eq. 2)
where R is the radius. For a body with R = 316 km and ρ = 1.04 g cm−3, the central pressure
P(r=0) would be 15 MPa. Would such a pressure collapse internal pore space? Durham et al.
(2005) performed laboratory piston-cylinder compression studies on pure, granular H2O ice at
77 K and pressures up to 150 MPa. From initial porosities in the 40% range, they found that
even after compaction at 150 MPa pressure, some 10% pore space remained and at 15 MPa, 20
to 25% pore space remained. How these results would change with addition of a significant
amount of rock is not known, but it seems likely that rock would increase the resistance to
compaction. Omura and Nakamura (2018) extrapolated laboratory experiments with silica sand
to show that a 200 km rocky asteroid can maintain ~50% bulk porosity, and indeed porosities this
high have been measured for asteroids up to ~300 km diameter, albeit with large uncertainties
(Baer et al. 2011). These studies support the idea that rock can maintain significant porosity in
bodies approaching the sizes of the mid-size TNOs. Hence, one resolution to the dilemma raised
by Brown (2013) is for ice+rock mixtures to maintain similar amounts of porosity as pure rock,
allowing for internal properties that are self-consistent and reasonable both geophysically and
cosmochemically. Since differentiation would presumably decrease porosity, we assume that ice
and rock are intimately mixed, but the same argument could perhaps be extended to a porous
rocky core overlaid by an icy mantle.
At low temperatures, H2O ice is brittle and does not flow, but at warmer temperatures, solidstate flow can facilitate the collapse of void space. Rheological behavior of solids is extremely
sensitive to temperature. Thermal models have been used to assess how warm the interiors of
various size TNOs could have become (e.g., Merk and Prialnik 2003, 2006; Prialnik et al. 2008;
Mckinnon et al. 1997, 2008). If the bodies accreted early enough for short-lived radionuclides
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Al or 60Fe to be incorporated, even relatively small objects could have reached elevated internal
temperatures, while if accretion occurred later, longer-lived radionuclides like 235U, 238U, 232Th,
and 40K would provide the main sources of radiogenic heat. Another source of heat is from
accretion itself, a combination of gravitational potential energy and kinetic energy. The latter
depends on the nature of the accretion. For gravitational collapse from locally over-dense
regions of the protoplanetary nebular (e.g., Youdin and Goodman 2005; Nesvorný et al. 2010;
Simon et al. 2016, 2017), kinetic energy could be a relatively minor factor, but if the late stages
of accretion occurred in an environment with a large velocity dispersion, appreciable kinetic
energy could be delivered through impacts. Slow accretion allows more time for radiative
emission of heat from accretion whereas rapid assembly sequesters more of that heat in the
body’s interior. Crystallization of initially amorphous ice is another potentially important heat
source, but crystallization also expels entrapped volatiles such as CO, which may diminish the
heating contribution from crystallization. Such volatiles can provide an efficient mechanism for
redistribution of internal heat through latent heat of vaporization. Considering the interplay of
all these factors and their sensitivity to the timing and nature of the accretion process, there is
considerable uncertainty about the internal thermal history of small and mid-sized TNOs.
We propose that the argument can be turned around by postulating that small and mid-sized
TNOs formed with rock-rich compositions comparable to the Pluto system and to Churyumov11

Gerasimenko, as argued by Barr and Schwamb (2016). If they have this composition, then the
low densities of mid-size TNOs like Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and 55637 must be telling us that their
accretion occurred late enough or slowly enough to maintain low internal temperatures so that
they never managed to collapse much of their primordial porosity. Alternatively, the ice+rock
mixture may have its strength dominated by rock, such that the thermal properties of the ice are
less important. Overburden pressure, impacts, and heat from formation are presumably
insufficient to significantly affect the strength of the rock, since temperatures never approach its
melting temperature, and we can also call on the empirical observations of large rocky asteroids
with high bulk porosities.

Orbital evolution
The likely spin period for Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà of between 11 and 41 hours (Thirouin et al.
2014) is much shorter than the 11.3 day orbital period of Gǃò’é ǃhú, indicating that the system
has not tidally synchronized the rotation of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà to Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbit, as is the case
for Pluto and Charon. Following Goldreich and Soter (1966), we can estimate the time scale for
that to happen, as
M a6 Q '
τ despin = δ ω1 1 2 13 ,
(Eq. 3)
G M 2 R1
where δω1 is the change in angular frequency to despin Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, taken to be the
difference in angular frequency between rotation periods of 11 hours and 11.3 days, or 0.00015
s−1. The masses of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú are M1 and M2, respectively, a is the
semimajor axis of their mutual orbit, and R1 is the radius of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà. The specific tidal
dissipation factor Q1 describes the response of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà to tidal distortion. It is
approximately 1/(2ε), where ε is the angle by which the tidal bulge raised by Gǃò’é ǃhú lags
behind the sub-Gǃò’é ǃhú longitude. Typical Q values for solid bodies are in the 10 to 100 range
(e.g., Goldreich and Soter 1966). Small bodies require a correction from Q to Q′, obtained by
dividing Q by the Love number k2 when rigidity is large compared to self-gravity (e.g., Hubbard
1984). This correction works out to Q ' = Q(1+19 μ )/(2 g ρ R), where μ is the rigidity, g is the
surface gravity, and ρ is the density. A lower limit for the rigidity can be taken as 106 N m−2,
appropriate for a loose sand pile (Yoder 1982). For the fastest possible tidal evolution, we
assume Q = 10 and μ = 106 N m−2, obtaining a lower limit despinning timescale of 2 × 1010 years.
Since this timescale is more than the age of the solar system, it is no surprise that
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà is still spinning faster than Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbital period. We can reverse the
indices for primary and secondary and estimate a much shorter minimum despinning timescale
of Gǃò’é ǃhú as 5 × 107 years. The timescale increases proportionally for larger values of Q and
μ. An upper limit for μ can be taken as 4 × 109 N m−2, appropriate for a monolithic block of ice
(Gladman et al. 1996). Using this higher value for μ along with Q = 100, we obtain an upper
limit despinning timescale for Gǃò’é ǃhú of 2 × 1011 years, so whether or not it should be
synchronized depends on its rigidity, effective Q, and tidal evolution history (e.g., Hastings et al.
2016). Extremely sensitive long duration lightcurve monitoring, such as has been done using the
1
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Kepler spacecraft (e.g., Ryan et al. 2017) might be able to determine the rotation period of Gǃò’é
ǃhú in addition to pinning down the rotation of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, providing some constraint on
its internal structure.
Similarly, following Murray and Dermott (1999), we can estimate the time for the orbit to
circularize as
4 M 2 a5 Q 2 '
,
(Eq. 4)
τ circ =
63 M 1 R 52 n
where n is Gǃò’é ǃhú’s mean angular motion. Again using Q = 10 and μ = 106 N m−2, we estimate
a lower limit to the circularization timescale of 109 years, and it could be much longer that that,
suggesting that the binary may have formed with a low eccentricity, rather than evolving to that
state. The best fit eccentricity is small, but not exactly zero at 0.0236 ± 0.0066. Although this
eccentricity is more than a factor of three larger than its 1-σ error bar, we would treat that result
with caution, since we often find slightly non-zero eccentricities, especially when sampling of
orbital longitudes is sparse or uneven, as it is in this case. Eccentricity is a free parameter in our
Keplerian orbit fit. If it is not needed to describe the orbit, the minimization routine will use it to
compensate for noise in one or more of the astrometric measurements. Our best fit forcedcircular orbit solution has χ2 = 26.5, and can only be rejected at 2.8-σ confidence.
Tidal interaction is a potential source of internal energy, in addition to energy from accretion
and the decay of radioactive elements. An upper limit to heating from this source can be
estimated by computing the energy required to spin up Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà from non-spining to its
fastest possible spin period of 11 hours and to launch Gǃò’é ǃhú into its present day orbit. The
first works out to 3.4 × 1021 J and the second to 1.1 × 1020 J. Dividing the sum of these energies
by the mass of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà yields a specific energy of 26 J kg−1, insufficient to contribute
appreciably to internal heating, considering that the heat capacity of low temperature ice between
40 and 100 K is in the range from 340 to 880 J K−1 kg−1 (Giauque and Stout 1936).
It is interesting to compare the orientation of Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbit with the orientation of the
elliptical limb profile of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà seen in the stellar occultation. At the time of the 2014
occultation, our orbit pole would have projected onto the sky plane at a position angle of −34°
(or 146° for the anti-pole), which compares with the reported position angles for the short axis of
+ 14
the elliptical limb profile of 129+14
−22 or 134−17 degrees (Benedetti-Rossi et al. 2016) and
158.75 ± 5.65 degrees (Schindler et al. 2017). Our anti-pole is consistent with all three
orientations to within 3-σ tolerance. However, the same could be said for any orbit pole
orientation that projects to the sky plane at a position angle between 142° and 171° or between
−9° and −38°. The probability of a random orbit’s pole falling within those intervals is about
16%, so although Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà’s spin axis may coincide with Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbit pole, the data
are insufficiently constraining to prove such an alignment. The timescale for reorienting
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà (or, alternatively, for damping the inclination of Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbit relative to
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà’s equator) is roughly similar to the very-long despinning timescale of
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà. Hence, if they are indeed aligned, they are likely to have formed that way
rather than having evolved to that state through subsequent tidal interaction.
Other attributes of Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbit offer potential clues to its origin. The Hill radius of the
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system at perihelion is computed as
M sys 1 /3
r H = a⊙ (1−e ⊙)
,
3 M⊙

( )

(Eq. 5)

where a⊙ and e⊙ are the semimajor axis and eccentricity of the heliocentric orbit, and M⊙ is the
mass of the Sun. The mean separation of the mutual orbit a = 6035 ± 48 km is about 0.38% of
the 1.6 × 106 km Hill radius. This measure makes it among the more tightly bound of transneptunian binaries with known orbits. Other systems that are comparably tightly bound include
Salacia-Actaea, Orcus-Vanth, Varda-Ilmarë, and 55637. These systems also stand out in having
low values for the specific orbital angular momentum, the ratio of the angular momentum of the
3
satellite orbit to √ G M sys R eff, where Reff is the radius of a sphere combining the volume of both
bodies. For Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, the specific orbital angular momentum is 0.048. Systems with
low specific orbital angular momentum values have been suspected to result from collisions
(e.g., Canup 2005; Descamps and Marchis 2008) although gravitational collapse could also make
binary systems with orbital angular momenta in this range (e.g., Nesvorný et al. 2010).
If we assume Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà has a uniform internal mass distribution and its spin period is
between 11 and 41 hours, then its specific spin angular momentum would be between 0.12 and
0.03, comparable to or larger than the specific orbital angular momentum of 0.048. Exchanging
angular momentum between Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbit and Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà’s spin has the potential to
significantly alter both of them. Such a thing could have happened if the system formed through
fission of a rapidly spinning body, with tidal interaction transferring spin angular momentum into
a gradually widening mutual orbit.
Another mechanism that could trigger angular momentum exchange between the mutual
orbit and the spins of the component bodies involves the Kozai-Lidov mechanism whereby the
solar gravitational perturbation excites cycles of high orbital eccentricity (e.g., Kozai 1962;
Lidov 1962). At times in these cycles when the eccentricity is high, tidal dissipation of orbital
energy in the interiors of the bodies can transfer angular momentum from their mutual orbit to
the spins of the bodies (e.g., Naoz et al. 2010; Fang and Margot 2012; Porter and Grundy 2012).
This effect requires a high inclination between the heliocentric orbit plane and the binary’s
mutual orbit plane. Systems like Orcus-Vanth and Varda-Ilmarë do indeed have high
inclinations, but the mutual orbit of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú is only inclined to its
heliocentric orbit by 32°, so Kozai-Lidov cycles seem unlikely to have played much of a role in
modifying the mutual orbit. Furthermore, perturbations from the non-spherical shape of
Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà dominate over perturbations from solar tides for orbital separations less than
acrit, computed as
1
M
acrit = 2 J 2 sys R21 a3⊙ 5 ,
(Eq. 6)
M⊙

(

)

where J2 is the 2nd moment of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà’s gravity field, corresponding to its oblateness
(Nicholson et al. 2008). For acrit to be as small as 6035 km so that solar tides could compete in
this system, the J2 of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà would have to be less than 5 × 10−7. That is an absurdly
low value, considering the elliptical limb profile revealed by the 2014 stellar occultation.
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Finally, the ~1010 year timescale for significant tidal interaction also indicates that this
mechanism is unlikely to have played a role in the evolution of Gǃò’é ǃhú’s orbit.

Mutual events
During 2018, we viewed the mutual orbit of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú from about 27°
below the plane of the orbit. If the orbit pole and the spin pole of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà coincide, the
subsolar latitude would be −27°. This angle is changing as Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà approaches its
perihelion in 2046. Soon after perihelion, in late 2050, the plane of the mutual orbit will sweep
across the Sun, ignoring the possibility that the satellite’s orbit precesses. If the spin and orbit
poles are aligned, equinox would occur at the same time, with the subsolar latitude crossing the
equator into the northern hemisphere. This occurrence also provides an opportunity to observe
mutual events. Since the orbital period of Gǃò’é ǃhú is relatively short, there will be numerous
events: two every 11.3 days over the course of a mutual event season that will last for most of a
decade. The fact that the mutual event season approximately coincides with perihelion means
that the system will be relatively bright at a V magnitude of about 19, and at a moderate
declination (about +16°), making it accessible to moderate-sized telescopes in both hemispheres.
During the Pluto-Charon mutual events, which also happened to coincide with perihelion, only
the Charon-facing hemisphere of Pluto could be mapped using mutual events, due to the two
bodies having tidally locked spins. But with Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú, the more rapid
rotation of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà could potentially allow all longitudes to be probed by mutual
events. Although it seems suspicious, the alignment of perihelion and equinox for both systems
during the present epoch is just a coincidence. The mutual and heliocentric orbits evolve in
different ways over different timescales (e.g., Dobrovolskis et al. 1997; Earle and Binzel 2015).

Discussion
We have determined the mutual orbit of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and its satellite Gǃò’é ǃhú from
high spatial resolution images of the system obtained between 2008 and 2018. The orbit is
prograde and nearly circular, with a relatively low inclination between it and the system’s
heliocentric orbit, and possibly also between it and Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà’s equator, as indicated by
the limb profile from the 2014 stellar occultation. The orbit is wide enough that tidal evolution
probably has not much affected the system over the age of the solar system, apart from possibly
locking the spin of Gǃò’é ǃhú to its orbital period. Without substantial subsequent tidal
modification, a near-circular orbit is unlikely to occur through any type of capture mechanism.
The circular, and possibly aligned orbit of Gǃò’é ǃhú suggests that the system could have formed
through some sort of fission process or else it could have collapsed into something much like its
present state directly from the nebula, with an excess of angular momentum causing the
formation of a binary pair instead of a single object (e.g., Nesvorný et al. 2010; Simon et al.
2016, 2017). Grundy et al. (2019) present an analysis of the distribution of orbital orientations of
transneptunian binaries, finding that the majority of them are prograde, as is true of the mutual
orbit of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and Gǃò’é ǃhú. They argue that this pattern favors gravitational
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collapse over capture or oblique impact binary-formation scenarios. The excess of angular
momentum in such systems could be expected to result in similarly oriented spins and mutual
orbits.
The orbit enables us to compute the system mass, which we divide by the volume estimated
from thermal observations and a stellar occultation to compute a low bulk density of 1.04 ± 0.17
g cm–3. With this low density but a diameter of around 630 km, Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà occupies an
especially interesting size and density range. Densities measured for smaller TNOs tend to be
low, less than 1 g cm–3. Densities of larger, planet-sized TNOs are higher, around 2 g cm–3.
Brown (2013) argued that icy objects as large as the 700 km diameter 55637 should collapse
their internal pore space, so the low densities of objects like 55637 and Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà imply
bulk compositions with very little rocky material. However, the large planet-sized TNOs do
contain significant rock (e.g., McKinnon et al. 2017), as do much smaller comet nuclei (e.g.,
Nagdimunov et al. 2014; Lamy et al. 2015; Fulle et al. 2017, 2019), presenting a puzzle as to
how large, rock-rich TNOs could have been assembled from rock-poor mid-sized TNOs with
diameters in the 400 to 1000 km range. Or, if they were assembled from smaller, rocky
planetesimals, it is equally puzzling that rocky mid-sized TNOs would not also have been
produced.
We suggest that the mid-sized TNOs could in fact be rock-rich, too, but some of them have
low densities because they still retain substantial internal pore space. This hypothesis brings
their bulk compositions into line with the rock-rich compositions of larger TNOs as well as those
of much smaller comet nuclei, and it is also consistent with expectation for the compositions of
objects that accreted in the outer protoplanetary nebula rather than the giant planet sub-nebulae
(e.g., McKinnon et al. 1997). We regard it as an open question whether mid-sized TNOs with
diameters as large as 700 km really can retain substantial internal porosity. Laboratory studies
on the compaction of cold, rock-rich ice+rock mixtures at pressures in the 1 to 100 MPa range
would be extremely valuable for addressing this question.
We speculate that 600 to 700 km diameter objects like Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà and 55637 could
represent the upper limit to retain substantial internal pore space and that by the time an object
reaches 900 km, most of its internal pore space has been lost. An object that grows to 900 km
diameter with a bulk density of 0.6 g cm–3 (corresponding to 75% pore space for a rock-rich
composition) only reaches a pressure of 10 MPa at its core. If such an object formed cold and
too late to incorporate appreciable 26Al or 60Fe, this pressure would be insufficient to collapse
much pore space. But eventually, heating from long-lived radionuclides would begin to warm
the interior, at which point pore space in the center would begin to collapse, causing the object to
shrink. Some bodies now in this size range apparently went on to differentiate, though if they
went through a cold, low density phase first, they would have been even larger before collapsing
their pore space. Orcus and Charon probably melted and differentiated, considering their higher
densities and spectra indicating surfaces made of relatively clean H2O ice. But the lower albedos
and densities of Gǃkúnǁ’hòmdímà, 55637, Varda, and Salacia suggest that they never did
differentiate, or if they did, it was only in their deep interiors, not a complete melting and
overturning that involved the surface. Their surfaces could remain quite cold and uncompressed
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even as the interior becomes warm and collapses. The liberation of volatiles could further help
transport heat out of their interiors, limiting the extent of their internal collapse. An object with a
cold, relatively pristine surface and a partially-collapsed interior should exhibit very distinctive
surface geology, with abundant thrust faults indicative of the reduction in total surface area as the
interior compresses and shrinks.
Different nebular solid compositions are certainly plausible, with “snow-lines” for different
volatile materials occurring in various places. But even if their bulk compositions were all
identical, a variety of factors could influence how much internal compaction different mid-sized
TNOs experienced, leading to a diversity in bulk densities. In addition to size and the rate of
formation (and thus incorporation of short-lived radionuclides), we should consider other factors.
For instance, the role of impacts could be important in depositing heat and also in compressing
porous material. Objects that formed through direct gravitational collapse from over-dense
regions of the nebula might not get much compression from impacts, whereas objects that
formed through subsequent higher speed collisions between low-density progenitor objects could
be much more compacted. It would be useful to get the densities of a larger sample of mid-sized
TNOs to see how diverse they are. Ideally, we would compare objects with similar sizes, colors,
and dynamical settings that might be expected to have formed in similar nebular regions.
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